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1. Introduction 

Actual 'water management increasingly relies on water resources of 
small watercourses, especially through reservoirs, imposing to get a deeper 
insight into runoff condition" of small watercourses and catchments. De
scription of the discharge of slliall watercourses, knowledge of characteristics 
of water discharge hydro graphs are, however, indispensable for water regula
tion, no t only for water utilization. Water regula tion involves a number of 
ne'w design parameters, not to he calculated without further hydrological 
development of runoff invt'stigations. 

2. Scope 

A short survey 'will be given of the available Hungarian data stock, 
and of available reference books, to establish development possibilities for 
calculating runoff hydrographs of Hungarian mountain and hillside small 
catchments. 

As a final goal, handbooks and methods for determining the complete 
runoff hydro graph have to be developed, starting from a computation method 
and a design aid [7] developed at the Scientlfic Research Centre of Water 
lUanagement (VITUKI) and the Technical University, Budapest (BME) in 
1975, as well as from a YITUKI study made in 1976 [16]. The second step of 
hydrology development of municipal runoff may also rely on studies made at 
YITUKI-OYH*-BME [11,21]. Foreign methods [1, 6, 9, 10, 19, 20] would 
be utilized to update our methods - taking peculiarities of Hungarian hydro
logic conditions into consideration. 
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3. Data stock on Hungarian catchments 

64 gauging stations possess longer or "horter, detailed stage data sets 
(gauging plotters) in the hydro graphic data bank of VITUKI. Among them 
eight stations have hydrographs for more than 20 years, 46 stations from 10 to 
20 years, and 16 stations shorter than 10 YE'ars. In reeent years, District 
Water Authorities (VIZIG) have installed further gauging plotters, involve
ment of these stations may further increase the sphere of processing [15]. On 
the basis of performed discharge measurements, detailed discharge hydro
g:caphs have heen made at most of the stations, procE'ssing to rely on. 

For most of the catchments accE'ssihlE' to investigation, precipitation 
time series and other parameters needed for analyzing the runoff processes 
(soil moisture, climatology ecc.) are incomplete or of inadequate precision. 
There is little or no precipitation recorder nE'twork for a sophisticatE'd procE's
sing. Precipitation recorders are operated in a few catchments by the National 
lVleteorology Service, YITUKI and the competent VIZIG organs. 

Investigations advisably involve catchments provided with precipita
tion recorders; ill developing the investigation mcthod(s) these have to he 
reckoned with in order to involve catchments with no precipitation plotter. 

4. Requirements for a IHljversal model 

SurvE'Y of perspE'ctivE' dE'vdopment possibilities imposes to set out 
practical requirements for, and expectations of, a universal model, decisive 
for suhsequent research trends. 

The first requirement for the model is to fit the pE'riod of a complete 
year, uniting procedures for rainy and snowmelt seasons. 

The model has to suit catchments in mountainous and hilly (hence 
freely collecting) areas, of a wide range of extensions (A / 5 to 6000 sq . km). 

The model has to suit development, to he later extended over freely 
collecting municipal catchments. 

The model has to suit both manual and computer processing, as a maxi
mum accommodation to the practical possihilities of users. Therehy the neees
sary calculations may be performed manually (e.g. graphically), hy a desk 
calculator (types Texas and PTK-I096, Hewlett-Packard, EMG-666, etc.) or a 
hig computer. 

The modd has to suit the calculo.tion of many kinds of parameters and 
prohlems, first of alL determination of maximum critical discharge, critical 
flood mass, critical hydrograph, low-water, flood periods etc., as needed. 

Supplied with uneven data, it is still expected adequate output, to be 
effeCtive with either convE'ntionally observed or automatically recorded in-
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put, with either continuously or intermittently (5 min to 1 hour apart) or still 
more sparsely (e.g. daily) recorded data. 

Anyhow, the quality of the data stock is of decisive importance for the 
model development. Feedback of this scope leads to the problems of creating 
a data bank, developing the observing network, providing for adequate ob
servations the discussed model development reacts on. 

Inherent model properties (linearity, steadiness, extensibility, improv
ability etc.) are controlled by the model construction, to be discussed at a 
later stage. 

5. Development trends and possihilities 

Fundamental conception of the model may he to separately determine 
surface and subsurface runoffs (Q~(t) and QQ(t) resp.) and to produce the com
plete discharge hydrograph by summation 

Q(t) = QQ(t) 

of which several examples exist in Hungarian practice [2, 5, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14]. 
Calculation of subsurface runoff or inflow advisably starts with linear 

(or nonlinear) regressive models (with applications in e.g. [5, 7, 13]). 
Next, reliable calculation methods are needed for the basic load of winter 

seasons missing from the Hungarian special literature. 
Determination of the hydro graph of surface runoff is a much complexer 

problem. First the runoff water volume has to be determined from precipita
tion data. Application of a nonlinear correlation model both for v,,-mter and 
for spring and autumn months seems to he convenient [5, 8, 12, 13, 14, 16]. 
Determination of winter runoff is still complicated by water equivalent con
versions and by calculation methods for taking the soil frost into consideration. 
Rain flood masses seem to be accessible to formula [5]; 

(where L - runoff flood mass; lVIi 20 - precipitation index for the preceding 
20 days; D - month; te - rainfall duration; C rainfall volume) as against 
earlier relationships directly determining the runoff deficiency Z [7, 13, 14]. 

Knowledge of the surface runoff volume permits to calculate the hydro
graph, determined, according to several studies and manuals [3, 5, 6, 7, 12, 
13, 14], by means of multiparameter correlation models. The national manual 
for catchments in mountainous and hilly regions [7] offers a method for 
ohtaining triangular hydro graphs, such as those in Fig. 1. 

Also various unit hydrograph methods have been rather extended [2, 
4, 6, 16]. 
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GRAY has applied triangular unit hydro graphs [6], Gy. Koy_~cS made 
use of the classic method of unit hydrograph calculation [16]. Observations 
sho-wed the unit hydro graph method to he rather efficient for determining 

hydrographs. 
The following three methods are practically the simplest for determining 

unit hydrographs: 
The classic method relies on the analysi5 of the obselTed rainfall :md 

flood complexes to wh-c the set of equations 

Q.Jl = 11 11"j 

Q!l2 = h 1}-2 -- h2 Y 1 

Q.Ji 

for Y 1, Y z, 1"3' ... (QJ; - ordinates of the ohserved flood waye ahove the 
hasic load for each time interval .iT). 

The pulse method yields unit hydrograph pulses in knowledge of hydro
graph moments (iq, ti1 , utq.J' uh) forming flood and runoff: 

ty = to.J 
_ 1 Tl. 1 Tl. 

t· =- "'z.Q,,-- 5'r·h, 
r. "Q ~ ~. 7:1 -==i . 

~ .J i=l -.J I i=I 

? ? ? 1 11. _.) 1 11 • _? 

a'7., = a'iQ - ar, = -- '" (1 - to )-Q.Ji - - '" (z - tr·,)-h, 
'J . .cl " Y'Q~.cl . >'/ ~ ., 

~ .J 1=1 -1,=1 

'where Q.Ji and hi are i-th ordinates of hydro graph and of runoff-forming rain
fall, resp. In knowledge of the unit hydrograph moment the unit hydro graph 
can he determined hy assuming an adequate hydrograph function, the most 
extended ones heing e.g. the lognormal density function (Ven Te Chow) or 
the gamma density function (Kalinin, Nash, Dooge, Kontur). 

The S-Cllrve met/zo!l yields the unit hydro graph hy adequately transform
lUg the diagram :2 Q_li produced by continuously summing ordinates Q.Ji of 

the ohseryed hydro graph, taking the runoff-forming precipitation time series 
and a sufficient time interval .dT into consideration. 

Among the quoted methods, this latter seems to he the most promising, 
it heing the simplest and most unamhiguous from among practical methods, 
hut also the moment method is convenient. The classic method has given fair 
results in the determination of unit hydro graphs in the winter season. [16] 
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Kno"wledge of the unit hydrograph permits to determine hydro graph of 
surface runoff - in knowledge of arbitrary runoff-forming precipitation. 

Determination of the complete discharge hydrograph integrated to a 
flowchart is seen in Fig. 2. 

With precipitation (and air temperature) as inputs, the flowchart 
effects a superposition of the set of discharges according to the principle 

Q(t) Qa(t) , QLJ t. 

After the next. sepuration to winter (sno'wmelt) and spring-summer
autumn (rainfall) inputs, models for the snowmelt and for the rainfall 
floods are run separately, to obtain first the flood mass, and second the 

hydrograph. 
Computer treatment of the model permiLs to print or plot the discharge 

hydrogl'aph. Outputs of computer treatment [5] of the model in [7] have been 
published in [8]. The computer can, of course, determine and print many 
parameters if needed (e.g. basic load parameters, flood wave characteristics, 

etc.). 
Development of the model requires to soh-e s('Yeral theoretical and 

practical problems, such as: 

determination of the average precipitation in the area, 
closer description of the moisture content in the catchment in terms 
of previous precipitation index lvIi, 
soil frost description, 
calculation of the runoff-forming precipitation, 
assumption of the basic time interval JT, rather important III unit 
hydro graph analysis, 
time variance of unit hydrograph, 
extension of the unit hydro graph method to larger catchments, 
generalizability (regional extrapolation). 

Solving all these problems may lead to the practical operation of the 
model to yield reliable results. 

6, Conclusions 

Ideas on ho,'''' to develop models for investigating runoff conditions in 
Hungarian small catchments have been outlined, keeping primarily engineer
ing applications for water regulation in miud, but also water utilization aspects 
are involved. The development may rely on existing, practically proven methods 
[7, 16]. As data stock, primarily, the observation matter of the VITUKI 
archives, as well as data from VIZIG and the like could be made use of. 
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The model to be de\-doped has t.} SUIt determination of the diEcharge 

hydrograph of Hungarian small catchments in mountainons and hilly regions 

from .5 to 6000 :ocr' km around the year. The discharge hydrogTaflh can he 
produced by summing Q(t) Q,,(t) Q,it). The baSIC load hydrogl'aph Q,,(t) 
is adYisably calculaled hy !lH;1,W3 of linear (or nonlinear) regressive models, 
the surface runoff hvdrograph 0 jit) via unit h-nlrogral}h methods. The model 

~ <- -<. '-..: \ ./ '--

has to practically suit maEllal or computer treatment, to suit demands and 

practical facilii:i,'s of the [j~er". Data obtained hoth on Ken, and on poorely 
instnlIncnted catchm,>nts h[1:\'e to he managed and illYulved in computations 

(reckoning ·with. and calculatior: oI, precipitation intensity from observed 

daily precipitation the probl,'mat.ic of omhrographs and omhrometers). 
TIlt' manuals to expeeted cO permit calculation of the needed 

Oor h:.Tdrologicall-y unprocess-
ed eatchm(:llt5 (first omLrome'(·.cl' As a fil''3t ayailahle 

data Sllit simpler !lle-~~hods. Sinlultaneonsly-, the obseryation net"\,,-ork has to 

he gl'adually developed, and the methods refined. 

Special stress is laid on the problems of extrapolation (by geographical, 
meteorological, hydrological analogies), lo realize conditions of application 

for other, hydrologically unprocessed catchmenti'. 
In developing the model, its refinability, eXLensibility haye to he kept 

In mind, to make it suitahle for other prohlem;;: (e.g. urban runoffs) with 

increasing sphere of information. 

Snmnlary 

Development of runoff calculation mcthods for Hung,uiall small catcu1ll211ts has been 
sketched. taking available data stock, and the already devcloped part-models into considera
tion. A model has bef'n suggested for determining the runoff hydrograph of small catchments 
from 5 to 6000 sq·km, to be produced by summing, calculating the submrface inflow (basic 
load) by regressive model,;. and the surface runoff by combined coaxial and unit hydro graph 
methods. The model has to suit both lllanual and computer treatment and has to be reliably 
generalizable (extrapolable). Several parts of the m.odel have been completed aaa first results 
are promising. 
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